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Introd uction:
I wasn't raised in a vegetarian household. As a matter of fact, I have spent
the majority of my life on a horse and cattle farm in central Kentucky. As a child,
the process of raising our cattle for slaughter didn't strike me as a disgusting or
unholy activity-my

parents participated, after all, and they didn't seem to be

adversely affected. Even when I became aware that some of the animals I had
seen wandering the fields were slaughtered just down the road from our kitchen
table, it never bothered me beyond an initial instant of discomfort. It wasn't until I
happened upon the film Earthlings, a documentary discussing the variety of ways
in which human beings utilize animals, that I found myself unable to
compartmentalize my feelings of sympathy and disgust away from the dinner
table. Images of cows drowning in their own blood stalked me constantly. Not
only did I become unwilling to eat meat, I became convinced of the necessity of
educating others, of bringing the entire world into this vegetarian lifestyle. As a
means to this educational end, I decided to structure my honors thesis around
one deceptively simple question: What makes a vegetarian?
The idea was fairly rudimentary. I wanted discover what makes
vegetarians tick, and to inspire these qualities in others-I

wanted to discover the

recipe for instant vegetarianism. As my personal feelings on the subject are
concerned primarily with animal welfare, as opposed to nutrition or environmental
impact, etc., I first wanted to gather research that supported my own murky
instincts-instincts

that told me that non-human animals are just as capable of
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feeling pain and loss as we are. Once I knew that the inquiries of scientists and
philosophers such as Temple Grandin, Peter Singer, and Marc Bekoff verified my
own ideas regarding animal consciousness and the gross mistreatment
perpetrated by the food industry, I was able to move forward with constructing my
research.
As I knew that I had easy access to the population of Butler University, I
decided to limit my study to Butler students between the ages of seventeen and
twenty-seven.

It bothered me somewhat to limit the socioeconomic scope of this

project to a population

comprised chiefly of middle- to upper-class, white

students, but I was quickly convinced that such a study would be more effective
in terms of drawing legitimate, structured conclusions. While a person's
economic status may affect the decision to buy mass-produced meat products as
opposed to the more natural alternative, identifying this factor was not as
important to my research as was discovering how a given subject conceives of
the animals that he or she consumes. I wanted to know what people are willing to
eat, and why, regardless of the innumerable social, political, and economic
classes to which they may belong.
The construction and execution of this project was, if nothing else, a
fantastic lesson in self-awareness.

I was forced many times to re-evaluate the

ways in which I asked certain questions, to consider factors that I perceived as
irrelevant to my own decisions, and to accept that my initial ideas were largely
uninformed. While my primary question seemed simple and my goal obvious, the
process itself was complex and required a great deal of flexibility. My working
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thesis has fractured and morphed several times throughout the past five months,
but the question that started it all has remained the same: What makes a
vegetarian?

Context/Literature Review:
While the United States has experienced a fairly large consumer
movement toward organic and eco-friendly foods, the issue of meat itself remains
largely marginalized. It is difficult to find reliable data on the number of
vegetarians currently living in the U.S., but The Vegetarian Resource Group

-:

estimates that only 5% of U.S. residents choose to abstain from red meat, fowl,
and fish. This "vegetarian" label, while often used to categorize a relatively large
group of people, does not signify an automatic homogeneity-the

individual

motives for this decision may range from health issues to environmental
concerns to spiritual beliefs. The general attitude toward this lifestyle, however,
continues to assume the opposite. While the public assessment of vegetarianism
has evolved considerably in the past few decades, the decision to avoid meat
(whatever the original motive) is still typically evaluated as "hippie," strange, or
downright unnecessary. What's more, meat itself is often equated with manliness
and toughness-take

a look at any commercial involving beef-while

plant

products are considered a "weaker" and therefore feminine food choice (Byron 7,
30). The benefits of the vegetarian lifestyle are becoming more and more
apparent and this conventional stigma is wearing thin, but interest remains low
and the issue's most essential ethical implications are, more often than not,
ignored.
Sekela 4

This tendency to dismiss the moral or ethical implications of eating meat is
largely the result of A) a comparatively small amount of research into the field of
animal consciousness,

and B) the public's general ignorance of typical

production techniques, living conditions, and slaughter methods. Most
consumers simply don't realize that beak trimming-where

a portion of the beak

is removed with a heated blade, without the use of an anesthetic-is

a common

practice on most poultry farms, or that overbreeding is producing both ultraaggressive and physically-deformed

pigs and chickens (Grandin 212,181,218).

More importantly, neither the general nor the academic public takes the study of
animal consciousness

or, consequently, morality very seriously. If they did, I can

only hope that stories about the meat industry's blatant mistreatment of animals
would produce a far more vehement response.
While the study of animal consciousness is still in its infancy, there have
been a variety of inquiries into the field that provide us with a solid foundation for
understanding

the inner lives of our non-human counterparts. In her book

Animals Make Us Human, Temple Grandin argues that non-human animalsincluding those we raise to eat-have

many of the same mental and emotional

needs commonly expressed by humans. She suggests that "normal" or natural
animal behaviors have evolved largely in response to the "core emotions",
including "seeking" (curiosity), rage, fear, and panic (3-8). In order for an animal
to live comfortably, both physically and mentally, it must be able to act naturally
in response to these emotions-the

inability to do so may result in abnormal

behaviors, obvious indicators that something is "wrong" with the animal. Much of
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the public is unaware that cows, pigs, and chickens have such nuanced needs,
or else they simply dismiss the suggestion as an absurdity. The fact of animal
emotion is obvious, however, to anyone who cares to look: An abruptly weaned
calf screaming for its mother is experiencing the core emotion of panic (158).
We've all seen (and heard) the same response when a human infant is taken
from its mother, so why are we so hesitant to acknowledge the legitimacy of the
calf's emotional expression?
The validity of animal emotion as evidence of "true" consciousness may
be suspect to a variety of criticisms, but information in support of mental capacity
is also readily available to anyone who cares to look: Not only can cows, for
example, learn to manipulate man-made panels in order to receive food, they
appear to genuinely enjoy the learning process (Grandin 163). A study conducted
at Pennsylvania State University has conclusively demonstrated that pigs can
learn to play abstract video games (174). Even poultry, traditionally considered
the dumbest of our meat-producing animals, exhibit surprising cognitive abilities.
A study performed by Dr. Ian Duncan revealed that not only can a chicken
perceive something it desires despite the presence of an obstacle, it makes
implicit value assessments regarding the object of desire-a

chicken will work

much harder to reach a safe nesting place than it will to have a dust bath (231). It
has also been concluded that a chicken can recognize up to 90 other individual
chickens as well as recall their rank among the flock (Singer 22). Clearly, the
animals we eat are far more complex, and their desires and cognitive abilities far
more nuanced, than most consumers realize.
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Authors Marc Bekoff and Jessica Pierce extend this discussion of animal
consciousness

to the level of social interaction in their book Wild Justice. This

text argues that not only do most animals have rich inner lives, they (specifically,
mammals) also demonstrate

identifiable moral behaviors-social

animals create

their own categories of "right" and "wrong", and abide by these values under
threat of social disengagement
"species-relative"

(3). The authors of Wild Justice encourage a

view of morality, in which each species has crafted its own

unique set of behavioral norms; they also make the case for a rejection of the "all
or none" perception of morality itself, instead suggesting that moral codes exist
on a scale (20). One particular code may be more complex than another and
thus produce more nuanced behaviors, but this does not signify a lack of morality
in the less complex species-there

is no definitive line between moral and

amoral, simply different levels of moral complexity.
This idea of animal morality is an extremely difficult pill for most people to
swallow, even more so than the idea of animal consciousness. If we admit that
non-human

animals are not only mentally and emotionally aware, but also

capable of both moral and immoral behavior, it undercuts our assumption that we
are somehow essentially different from all other life-forms on this planet. The
admission that human beings are not gods amongst the unruly masses of the
animal kingdom would mean that the way we use animals is not natural but
tantamount

to slavery and torture. This is, in fact, my own opinion on the matter,

and remains the principal motivation for my refusal to consume meat. Throughout
my research, I have become privy to certain facts that support my perception-
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specifically, facts regarding common meat-industry practices and the ways in
which they affect animal welfare. I will now outline some practices that are not
only common, but entirely "acceptable" according to industry standards. The
point here is not to horrify, but to simply acknowledge the disconnect between
industry jargon and the reality of modern production strategies.
Poultry:
Poultry are exposed to the worst mistreatment due to numerous factors,
including the assumption that they are essentially stupid and unaware of their
own environment. Poultry are commonly submitted to beak trimming, toe dubbing
(the amputation of breeder roosters' "toes"), desnooding (the removal of the male
turkey's snood), and dubbing (the removal of the male chick's comb). All of these
procedures are performed without anesthetic (Grandin 212). Additionally, it is
acceptable to house poultry in such a manner that each bird has only 96 square
inches on which to live (Singer 23). The overbreeding of poultry has resulted in
animals whose skeletal systems cannot support their weight-bone

breakage

and abnormal physiology (bone growth that results in twisted legs and feet) are
all too common. After spending their short lives in these conditions, the poultry
are slaughtered. This is usually done by water bath-the

birds are suspended by

their ankles and dipped into a tub connected to an electric current, supposedly
stunning them so that they are unconscious when their throats are cut.
Unfortunately, due to bad handling, many birds are still conscious when they
leave the bath, and may be alive when they are later put into the scald tank
(Grandin 213).
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Pigs:
Sow stalls are the most obvious example of the meat industry's
mistreatment

of pigs. Sows are kept in stalls so narrow that they can do nothing

but lie down and stand up-turning

is not possible. Since a sow is pregnant

nearly her entire life, she almost never leaves this stall and has extremely limited
contact with other animals. As pigs are very social creatures, this is a tortuous
position. For those pigs who do maintain contact with others of their kind, the
result is often just as sad as for the sows. The environment in which these pigs
are raised is cramped and provides zero stimulation. As a result, pigs in large
plants will often chew off each other's tails, not because of aggression but due to
a lack of natural stimulation. Pigs also experience the same genetic
complications

common in poultry: overbreeding has produced animals whose

ankles collapse when they attempt to walk, and other genetic problems have
limited the typical lifespan of a sow to only three litters.
Cows:
Cows, perhaps because they vaguely remind us of their more respectable
horse cousins, are not subject to quite as much blatant mistreatment as poultry
and pigs. The most disturbing information I have encountered came in the form
of videos filmed undercover: images of cows hung by their ankles, stabbed
needlessly with electric prods, and bled to death slowly and painfully. The
reporters who captured these images claim that the events occurred not at just
any smalltime slaughter operation, but at a well-known and respected "kosher"
slaughterhouse.

Despite asserting that it follows the strictest animal welfare
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standards, it appears that even the kosher meat industry is all too willing to cuts
corners in order to speed up production and reduce costs. (See Earthlings film)
Another common slaughter method involves shooting an electric current into the
cow's brain via a small bullet, but this often does not work on the first try and
many animals remain conscious when their throats are cut. Poor stockman-ship,
including hitting, dragging, and prodding, is also a common occurrence-most
handlers simply do not take the time to understand the animals with which they
work (Grandin 140).
Now, it is true that these practices are generally limited to intensive
production, or "factory-farming". However, it is also true that most of us purchase
meat without paying the least bit of attention to its original source. Those
companies that have a monopoly on meat production and sales are the same
companies that practice intensive breeding, follow only the minimum welfare
standards, and slaughter without any consideration for potential pain. It is more
than likely that the majority of meat purchased by the average consumer comes
from an animal that underwent no small amount of stress and torment. I find this
idea, coupled with the fairly conclusive (if new) research into animal
consciousness and morality, extremely disturbing. If we have access to evidence
not only that the meat industry mistreats its "products", but also that these
products are conscious and capable of mental and emotional agony, why do we
continue to consume meat? When I first began this project, I wanted to find a
way of convincing people that eating meat is ethically incorrect-now,

I am

simply stunned by the human capability for mental gymnastics. The question of
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what creates a vegetarian implies an equally difficult query: Why do we eat meat,
and what does this decision tell us about our current way of life?
Methods:
Conducting research in the field of social science is not quite as direct a
process as it may be in the fields of mathematics or biology. The viable
methodologies

for such socio-cultural inquiry are numerous, and the ways in

which investigators present their research are equally variable. The graduate
dissertations

I have read seem to be striving for an analysis of data that reflects

the conclusive style of "hard" science-by

using information gathered from a

collection of random and anonymous surveys, these researchers crafted tables
and graphs in order to chart numerical patterns among their vegetarian and nonvegetarian subjects. This method is clearly a legitimate one and offers an
intriguing perspective on the topic; as my own interests are concerned with the
reasoning patterns practiced by my subjects, I chose to utilize personal
interviews in addition to such surveys. This method seems to have worked very
well for Grandin, Singer, and Bekoff, all of whom conducted interviews with
consumers,

producers, and other scientists interested in this particular area of

study. Conversation,

used in correlation with more general survey results, allows

for an investigation that supports shifting ideas and fluid theories-furthermore,
as exemplified in the works of the aforementioned social scientists and
philosophers,

asking your subjects to defend their of view can be extremely

revealing. A personal interview supports the negotiation of terms on both sides of
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the conversation, and gives the researcher time to watch the subject reflect on
his or her own ideas.
As of Fall 2011, Butler University consisted of 4, 179 full-time
undergraduates, 58% of which were female. While the majority of these students
were caucasian, 136 were African-American; the rest of the minority population
identified as Hispanic, Asian, American Indian, or a mix thereof. While the
diversity (racial, national, socio-economic) of this population could be called into
question, I believe that it serves as a legitimate representation of the typical
midwestern space. As I have said before, it was not my desire to trace the
differences in values among various types of populations, but to get a general
idea of how individuals conceptualize the topics of vegetarianism and meat
consumption.
I began this project by crafting a questionnaire to be distributed among
Butler students between the ages of 17 and 27. The first questions were
designed to divide subjects into two groups, vegetarian and non-vegetarian,
according to each subject's own designation. I then asked the subjects to
designate which types of meat they are willing to consume, and which types they
regularly consume. This allows me to explore how the definitions of
vegetarianism may differ among members of my population. I also asked the
subjects to explain why they have chosen to be vegetarian or not-or,

if they

were vegetarian and now consume meat, I asked them to explain this
inconsistency. I also asked vegetarians to describe circumstances in which they
might consume meat, while non-vegetarians themselves were asked to explain
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r-why they think vegetarians choose to abstain. I required the vegetarian subjects
(including those who have reverted to eating meat) to date their dietary choice(s)
according to level of education (elementary school, middle school, etc.).
Questions addressing veganism (the decision to abstain from all animal products,
not just meat itself) were included in this section of the questionnaire, but as I
received no responses from this sub-population, these queries will not be
considered relevant to my project.
The second set of questions on the survey are concerned with the
subjects' histories and knowledge of the meat industry. The subjects were asked
to describe past contact with vegetarians among family and friends, and the
way(s) in which vegetarianism

itself was first presented to them. I also asked for

descriptions of slaughter techniques and meat-processing models in order to
gauge each subject's familiarity with such information. Questions 16 through 20
are largely hypothetical in nature-I

required subjects to make choices regarding

the influences on their dietary decisions, including price and production
techniques. I also asked them to rank a series of factors (environment, animal
welfare, cost, convenience, taste, personal health, and sociopolitical effects)
according to which have the most impact on their diets. In addition, I inquired into
the subjects' feelings regarding the consumption of animals traditionally kept as
pets, exploring the conceptual line between "meat products" and animal
companions.
The fourth section of the survey consisted of questions regarding the
subjects' perception of animals themselves. I split these questions into categories
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of type (dogs/cats/horses, cows/pigs, poultry, and fish) as well as into the
categories of emotional capacity, mental capability, and capacity for physical
pain. Each subject was required to answer "yes" or "no" to questions such as,
"Do you believe that poultry experience emotions such as joy, curiosity, boredom,
fear, etc.7" The final three survey questions addressed the possibility of
witnessing the slaughter of an animal conventionally raised to be eaten. I asked if
the subjects had ever experienced this event, if they would be willing to do so in
the future, and why or why not. I also included the option of providing contact
information for those subjects interested in further participation in this study.

/

Twenty-three of the thirty-five questions on this survey are "closed"-they
require the subject to choose among pre-determined answers. I have been
careful, however, to always ask why when the question applies. While the closed
queries allow for an easier determination of quantitative patterns, the "why"
questions reveal significant clues concerning individuals' feelings, intuitions, and
reasoning patterns. For this reason, when determining interview subjects the
open-ended questions were often my typological basis.
The questionnaires were distributed by myself in several of my classes, to
other classes and in the Writers' Studio, as well as to students passing through
my own home. In this way, I was able to arrive at a total survey population of 80
undergraduate and graduate students in varying areas of study. After examining
the questionnaires, I compiled the data for each question and began determining
subjects for the personal interviews. This was possibly the most difficult part of
the research process: deciding what types of subjects would be necessary in
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-order to craft a holistic picture of the survey population. In order to arrive at a
legitimate representation,

I first divided the questionnaire respondents into

"vegetarian" and "non-vegetarian" subjects, based on each participant's response
to Question #1 (Are you or have you ever been a vegetarian?). I further divided
these subjects into the categories of "strict/extreme vegetarian", "average
vegetarian", "waffler" (subject who maintains vegetarian habits, or who was at
one point vegetarian, but does not now identify primarily as such), and "nonvegetarian".
With the ultimate goal of choosing two interview subjects from each
category, I again read carefully through the questionnaires, paying particular
attention to any inconsistencies within the individual surveys, and to the
explanations given in the "open" responses. I identified the strict vegetarians
based largely on the types of meat they are willing to eat (generally, none), the
intensity with which they explain themselves in the subjective responses (the
appearance of words such as "love" or "murder" suggests a certain degree of
dedication), and according to their perceptions of animals themselves. The
individual factors affecting the dietary decisions of these subjects were not
considered relevant to their categorization at this point.
The average vegetarians in my study were identified based on the extent
to which they represent the normal vegetarian lifestyle. I have defined this norm
as follows: Average vegetarians identify as such, but are often willing to eat fish
while abstaining from other meat products. These vegetarians are dedicated, but
not nearly as invested in the lifestyle as their "strict" counterparts. Generally,
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/

these subjects display concern for their own health as well as for animal welfare,
and may have a slightly greater tendency to dismiss the cognitive/emotional
capabilities of animals such as fish or poultry.
The wafflers were perhaps the most difficult group to identify, as they fall
into the categories of both vegetarian and non-vegetarian. Ultimately, I chose
one subject from each category-one

who had been a vegetarian but was eating

meat at the time of the interview, and one who had never identified as vegetarian
but maintained a variety of vegetarian habits and beliefs. The non-vegetarians
were much easier to distinguish. These subjects are those willing to eat any type
of meat, and who give clear preference to the dietary factors of taste, cost, and
convenience.
Once I had determined my interview subjects, I began constructing the
interview questions. These consisted of one set of questions applied to every
subject, and another set specific to each participant. The first set was comprised
of five sections: general questions (pulled from the surveys, used to check
against each subject's original responses), background questions, emotion
questions, conflict scenarios, and comparison questions. The background and
emotion sections were designed to develop a cursory "identity" for each
interviewee-questions

regarding dietary choices were included as well as

queries into religious persuasion, contact with animals, and feelings toward blood
or violence. The conflict scenarios were created for the purpose of exploring how
willing a subject may be to become involved in a potential conflict situation. The
comparison questions dealt primarily with each subject's perception of the
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differences

between types of animals, and required the subjects to rank the

discussion

of animal welfare among their current priorities. I also asked

interviewees

to re-rank the importance of various dietary factors in order to check

the responses against each subject's original survey. The importance of asking
"why" after each of these questions cannot be over-emphasized-requiring
subjects to explain themselves fully allowed me to watch thought in action and
revealed the inconsistencies of each individual's approach to diet and animal
cognition. The second set of questions-those

specific to each interviewee-

provided further revelation by requiring the subject to address his or her own
survey responses.
I conducted the majority of these interviews in the Writers' Studio in
Jordan Hall during the month of November 2011. While privacy was not total, I
felt that the atmosphere of the university building (as opposed to my own home)
established

an acceptable sense of professionalism. The interviews were fairly

conversational
depending

and lasted anywhere from twenty-six to ninety minutes,

on the tendencies of the subjects themselves. Generally speaking, I

let the interviewees determine the level of intensity as well as the length of the
sessions. I recorded each interview and took additional notes, taking care to
describe the general posture-tone

of voice, gesture, facial expression, etc.-of

each subject as he or she spoke. After concluding the interviews, I transcribed
each session myself to ensure maximum clarity. I then began the arduous
process of reading and re-reading these interviews and surveys, searching for
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patterns of behavior and clues as to how the human mind processes such
potentially volatile subject matter.
Results/Interpretations:
Surveys:
My final study consists of eighty survey participants-twenty-nine
vegetarians and fifty-one non-vegetarians. I had initially collected eighty-three
surveys, but several were discarded due to their poor quality (obvious sarcasm,
jokes, etc.). As I began sifting through the survey data, I found myself looking for
the obvious: quantifiable philosophical/behavioral

differences between meat-

eaters and vegetarians. I expected to identify these differences and trace them
back to a source-personality
trauma, etc.-but

type, religious/spiritual affiliation, childhood

I soon realized that following the thread of human reasoning is

not as simple as it may seem. In order to extract meaningful information from the
data, I was forced to narrow my focus into sections based on the survey
questions themselves. In this way, I was able to discern patterns within each
section and to perceive possible connections between these patterns.
Section 1 (questions #1-11 ):
As Section 1 of my survey deals with self-identification and narratives
regarding each subject's dietary choices, I have designed my initial research
questions as follows:
1. How do my subjects (vegetarian and non-vegetarian) define
"vegetarian"? Is there general agreement on this term?
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2. Why do the self-described vegetarians abstain from meat? Why do the
non-vegetarians

consume meat? Is there an identifiable difference in their

motivations?
3. Do the non-vegetarians accurately identify why most vegetarians
choose to abstain from meat (according to vegetarian responses)?
The first of these questions is a necessary step-I

want to judge the

survey responses according to the participants' definitions, not my own. (My
definitions of extreme vegetarian, average vegetarian, waffler, etc. do not come
into play until the interview portion of this study.) Question 2 sets up an initial and
very general comparison between self-defined vegetarians and non-vegetarians.
I would like to see if, for example, non-vegetarians are more likely than
vegetarians to cite taste as a reason for their particular lifestyle. Further on, I may
see jf this tendency coincides with any other pattern of behavior. Question 3
increases the theoretical interaction between the vegetarian and non-vegetarian
participants by exploring one group's perceptions and awareness of the other.
While it is tempting to view "vegetarian" as a concrete category, the survey
data for research question 1 suggests a great deal of flexibility. Firstly, 20
respondents

identified as currently vegetarian, but only nine said that they are

unwilling to eat any type of meat-the

rest are willing to eat only fish, or fish and

chicken. Nine respondents who were at one time vegetarian are now willing to
eat any type of meat. In addition to an apparent willingness to stretch the
boundaries of the vegetarian label, 10 current vegetarian subjects (50% of the
current vegetarian population) responded that they would eat meat under a
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variety of reasonable (non-life-threatening) conditions, while only 4 said they
would never do so. There is a lack of response to this particular question, but I
believe these numbers support the general ambiguity of the requirements of the
vegetarian lifestyle. It is interesting to note that while vegetarianism seems to
describe a wide variety of dietary choices, the non-vegetarians display almost
complete solidarity. All but one self-defined non-vegetarian replied that they
would eat any type of meat, exhibiting a much more homogenized response
pattern than among the vegetarian sample. Since mammals are the only
difference between response "a", any type of meat, and the responses chosen by
those who identify as vegetarian, it is safe to assume that, according to the
general consensus of my population, a vegetarian is someone who is unwilling to
consume the meat of mammals such as cows and pigs. We will see if this pattern
differentiation between mammals and other types of animals repeats itself further
on in the survey results.
Research question 2, unlike the previous query, examines only openresponse survey questions-the

qualifying of this data is therefore subject to a

greater amount of my own interpretation. I will attempt, however, to represent the
data as it has been delivered and not cloud the responses with my own
perceptions.
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Vegetarianism

itself describes a wide range of activities-the

reasons for

choosing this lifestyle are nearly as varied. Eleven subjects said that they
became vegetarian due primarily to animal welfare violations, while another eight
cited health and nutrition, and one environmental concerns. Four of these
respondents offered taste/texture

as their primary motivation-the

rest cited

reasons relating to religious beliefs/events (such as Lent), past relationships, or
abstract feelings of disgust. It is interesting to note that of the eleven vegetarian
subjects who cited animal welfare, only three displayed any historical
inconsistency

in their dietary choices-none

of these participants, however,

reverted to eating mammals. Those who chose to become vegetarian for health
reasons were similarly dedicated to their lifestyles. While the vegetarian sample
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is characterized by a slightly larger interest in animal welfare than any other
factor, the non-vegetarians display a somewhat different pattern. Over 50% of
the non-vegetarian respondents said that their primary reason for consuming
meat is taste. Another twenty of these subjects cited health and nutrition, and the
rest stated that their diet is primarily the result of habit.
A cursory comparison between the most important dietary factors
referenced by vegetarians and non-vegetarians shows a fairly clear opposition
between the vegetarians' empathic attention to animal welfare and the nonvegetarians' concern with taste. This is obviously to be expected, considering
how unlikely it is that someone would claim to eat meat due to a concern for
animal welfare. Nutrition, however, remains the second most important factor for
both groups. The health benefits of meat consumption are highly contested
among these surveys-the

non-vegetarians agree that a lack of meat results in a

lack of protein and therefore a decrease in health, while the vegetarians believe
that meat is fatty and largely unnecessary to the human diet. Additionally,

an

overwhelming majority of non-vegetarians listed both taste and nutrition as
primary dietary factors in one sequence or the other, while there appears to be
no such correspondence between the vegetarian tendencies to value either
nutrition or animal rights. This data suggests, again, a greater level of
homogeneity among the non-vegetarian subjects, as well as a somewhat greater
tendency among these respondents to group and refer to those factors that affect
them personally/physically as opposed to the external and consequently
empathic considerations of animal rights, environmental repercussions, etc.
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As this study is concerned largely with perception, I feel it is important to
explore how one research sample perceives the other-for
the non-vegetarian

this reason, I asked

subjects to speculate on the motivations behind the adoption

of the vegetarian diet. This tests their level of awareness and explores any
prejudice or preconceptions that may exist regarding such dietary choices. I was
surprised to discover that the large majority of the non-vegetarians in my study
not only correctly identified vegetarianism as a primarily ethical decision, but
further differentiated

between those vegetarians who choose the lifestyle due to

animal welfare concerns and those who do so out of respect for life itself.
Eighteen out of fifty-one respondents gave explanations much like this one: "I
believe some people abstain [from meat] because ... they value life and do not
wish to harm or kill animals for an unnecessary part of their diet (survey 841 )."
Another twenty non-vegetarians

recognized the lifestyle as a result of animal

welfare violations, while eight cited health and three taste. Proportionally, these
numbers are an extremely close reflection of what the vegetarians themselves
noted. There were, however, a few outliers: One subject responded that
vegetarians

choose this lifestyle because they are "weird" (821), while another

suggested that they have no "real" reason. While I do believe that the opinions
expressed in these two responses may be more widespread within a larger, more
diverse population, it is interesting to note that the quality of perception among
my non-vegetarian
non-vegetarians

subjects is generally very high. The implication, then, is that

do not choose to consume meat due to ignorance of the

potential ethical implications, or even of possible animal rights violations-as

I
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am currently unwilling to write off this sample as completely apathetic and cruel, I
must assume that this conscious decision to ignore or devalue the moral
implications of diet is the result of complex interactions between factors that I
have not yet conceptualized.
Section 2 (questions #12-15):
Section 2 of my survey consists of questions regarding each subject's
personal history and knowledge of the meat industry. Two important research
questions arise from this section:
1. Is there a positive correlation between the initial exposure to
vegetarianism and the decision to adopt this lifestyle?
2. Is there a positive correlation between knowledge of the meat industry
and the decision to be vegetarian?
While Section 1 explores the definitions and perceptions of vegetarianism
as such, this section attempts to dig into possible causal relationships between
personal history and dietary decisions. For example: Is positive initial exposure to
the vegetarian lifestyle more likely to produce a vegetarian than negative
exposure? Is intimate knowledge of slaughter techniques more likely to result in
vegetarianism?
The answer to both of these questions appears to be a resounding "no".
Both the vegetarian and non-vegetarian samples were split down the middle as
far as regular historical contact: Twenty-one out of fifty-one (41 %) non-vegetarian
participants stated that they had regular contact with vegetarians while growing
up, as did fourteen out of twenty-nine (48%) vegetarian respondents. The
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patterns of positive, negative, and neutral initial exposure to vegetarianism were
also highly similar between vegetarians and non-vegetarians-furthermore,

fully

half of the vegetarians stated that their initial experience with vegetarianism was
neither positive nor negative; 59% of non-vegetarians gave the same response.
Based on this data, it is impossible to draw a correlation between the types of
exposure and the decision to adopt vegetarianism.
Testing for knowledge of the meat industry yielded similar results.
Fourteen (27%) non-vegetarian subjects offered specific examples of slaughter
techniques, etc., and another eleven (22%) demonstrated general knowledge
and valorization (production is "inhumane") of such methods. This reveals that
over half of the non-vegetarian sample continues to consume meat despite
recognition of the cruelty inherent in modern production and slaughter. Many
vegetarians,

on the other hand, responded that they have no knowledge of these

methods and furthermore do not want to know. Eleven vegetarian subjects
responded that they are entirely unfamiliar with slaughter techniques, and
another nine claimed only very general knowledge-yet

they continue to abstain.

These results are in opposition to my initial expectations and fail to provide any
basis for a positive correlation between intimate knowledge of the meat industry
and the decision to become vegetarian.
What is most interesting about this particular set of data is not the
difference between vegetarians and non-vegetarians, but the difference between
knowledge of slaughter techniques and of meat-processing methods. While a
good number of both samples could give examples of production and slaughter
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techniques, fully forty (78%) non-vegetarians

stated that they have no knowledge

of meat-processing methods, as did twenty-five (86%) vegetarian

subjects. Both

vegetarians and non-vegetarians generally attributed this lack of knowledge to
the fact that they know "enough" and do not want to be further traumatized

by

grotesque specifics. It makes sense that vegetarians would avoid this type of
information-after

all, they have made their decisions and do not require further

support. For non-vegetarians, however, this avoidance may be subconsciously
(or consciously) tactical. In Section 1, I noted that these subjects tend to favor
internal dietary factors, or those that affect them personally. While slaughter
techniques do not fall into this category, processing methods do-chemicals

in

processed meat may cause cancer or other health problems. Avoiding
/

recognition of this possibility of personal harm is then a logical way to continue
consuming meat free from anxiety. This is, of course, a very tenuous hypothesis
and in need of further support-I

will return to this idea of deliberate ignorance

When I address the interview portion of my study.

Section 3 (questions #17-20):
This section consists of two parts: The first continues to explore the
various dietary factors affecting vegetarians and meat-eaters, while the second
attempts to locate the line between what qualifies as an acceptable meat source
and what does not. (Question 16 was omitted from this portion of the study due
to its limited scope.) The research questions for this section are as follows:
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1. What are the top three dietary factors for vegetarians and non-vegetarians?
How do they compare? How do they compare to previous responses?
2. How do these subjects differentiate between pets and meat-sources? Do
vegetarians maintain a different definition than meat-eaters?
Research question 1 acts as a categorical tool, enhancing my analysis of
the divergent dietary factors and motivations already apparent in this study. By
comparing this data to that of the earlier open-response questions, I can check
for consistency within each sample as well as further explore potential qualitative
differences between the samples. Question 2 suggests an additional and
overarching dietary factor-cultural/personal

assumptions regarding what

qualifies as a legitimate source of food and why.
When viewing the charts below, it is important to remember what was
asked of the survey respondents: Rank the following factors (1-8) based on the
impact they have on your dietary decisions. This is somewhat different from the
related query in Section 1, which asked subjects to explain their motivations for
abstaining from or consuming meat-Tables

2, 3, and 4 chart factors affecting

diet in general, not the decision to eat animal products.
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Table 2:
Factor #1

tt~ Vegetarians

(2E1,tO~8JI)
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Env lron mont
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So cia pol itical effects
Other

Percentage

of subjects

who chose this factor as #1

The graph above is fairly conclusive-personal

health and taste are the

most important primary factors for the majority of both vegetarians and nonvegetarians. We can also see that, despite their homogenized definition as "nonvegetarian," these subjects consider a wide variety of dietary factors to be of
primary importance, while the vegetarians are generally grouped within the
categories of health, taste, and animal welfare. It is interesting to note that no
vegetarians considered cost, convenience, or sociopolitical effects to have the
most impact on their diets. In comparison to the previous open-response

data

concerning dietary factors, this information may seem surprising. In Section 1,
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the majority of vegetarians stated that they practice this diet due to animal
welfare concerns-but

in the graph above, taste appears a great deal more

important than animal rights. This is most likely due to the fact that, as I've
mentioned before, these questions are concerned with diet itself and not the
consumption of meat-products-many

who choose not to eat meat for ethical

reasons may continue to organize their diet around taste. While I consider my
decision not to eat meat the guiding principle of my diet, many vegetarians with
animal rights concerns may not include meat in their list of possible food
sources-when

they consider dietary factors, then, it is possible that they are not

thinking of meat products because these have already been eliminated.
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Table 3:
Factor #2
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In this graph, personal health and taste again surface as important factors,
this time in the secondary position. For the vegetarian subjects, however, an
important shift has occurred-seven

vegetarians chose animal welfare as the

most important secondary factor, making it second only to personal health. There
seems to be a general agreement on the importance of health, taste, and cost in
this position, but the discrepancy between the vegetarian and non-vegetarian
samples becomes obvious when we look at the factors of animal welfare and
environment. Here we can see a reflection of the data from Section 1-a

slightly

greater tendency among vegetarians to consider factors external to their
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personal

being. For the non-vegetarian

less important
are generally

secondary

subjects,

however,

cost is only a slightly

factor than taste, while animal welfare

and environment

ignored.

Table 4:
Factor #3
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In this graph, there is a slightly higher interest among non-vegetarians
animal

welfare

groups

are cost and convenience.

between

and environment,

but the most important

itself is considered

and it is often adopted

tertiary factors for both

This may appear to destroy the similarity

this data and the data from Section

vegetarianism

in

1, but we must keep in mind that

by many to be the more economical

as such. The importance

of convenience

lifestyle,

in this position is
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no surprise either, considering that this is a population of college students, many
of whom still live on Butler's somewhat secluded campus.
The majority of non-vegetarians ranked their top three factors as follows:
Factor #1: Personal health (23/49)
Factor #2: Taste (19/49)
Factor #3: Convenience (16/49)
Among vegetarians, this ranking is not nearly as obvious-these

subjects

tend to favor health first, then taste/animal welfare, then cost/convenience.
Clearly, there is not as large a qualitative discrepancy between these samples as
I expected. The difference between vegetarians and non-vegetarians

may then

be located amidst data of a different sort.

-:

When it comes to the difference between pets and meat-sources,

the

reactions of vegetarians and non-vegetarians are nearly identical. Of the only
seven subjects who did respond that they would eat the meat of a cat, dog,
horse, etc., most noted that they would do so only in life-threatening

situations-

this is true for both vegetarian and non-vegetarian subjects. Only one nonvegetarian subject said that she would be willing to eat such non-traditional

meat

for "the experience" (B2). Among the open responses to this query were words
such as 'gross,' 'sick,' 'bizarre,' 'unnatural,' and 'weird,' revealing a common
response of disgust among both vegetarians and non-vegetarians.

Many

subjects also responded that the would not eat these types of meat because they
feel attachment or "love" for these animals, or because it is not considered
socially/culturally acceptable. Clearly, both samples visualize a solid line between
pets and food-sources-I

am compelled to dismiss this easy categorization

as
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purely the result of cultural assumptions, but I will return to the topic in the
interview portion this study.
Section 4 (questions #21-32):
This section concerns my subjects' perceptions of various types of
animals, including pets (cats, dogs horses), mammalian food sources (cows,
pigs), poultry (chicken, turkey, duck), and fish. Subjects were asked simple 'yes'
or 'no' questions concerning each animal's emotional capacities, cognitive
capabilities, and ability to feel physical pain. The research questions that arise
from this section are fairly straightforward: Do subjects perceive a hierarchy
among these types of animals? If so, how is it organized? Is there a difference
between the hierarchy defined by non-vegetarians and that defined by the
vegetarian subjects?

Non~Vegetarian

Responses (50total)

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes.

no

Emotional capacity?

49

1

42

8

39

11

35

16

Capacity to learn?

30

20

28

22

25

25

17

34

Capacity for pain?

50

0

49

1

49

1

46

4

._____.

Several patterns emerge from these non-vegetarian responses. First, a
definite hierarchy is in effect-we

can see that from left to right (moving from pets

to fish) the amount of subjects who recognize emotional capacity, the capacity to
learn, and the capacity for pain steadily decreases. Clearly, the hierarchy among
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this sample places pets securely at the top (right under humans) and fish at the
very bottom. What's surprising, however, is the amount of non-vegetarians

who

recognize the fish capacity to feel emotions such a joy, curiosity, and fear yet
reject the idea that fish can learn. This is but one example of a consistent
tendency: Non-vegetarian subjects recognize emotional capacity with much
greater frequency than cognitive abilities. Could this be because our modern
culture has founded its superiority on intellect? It make sense that nonvegetarians (and vegetarians, for that matter) would be more threatened

by the

idea of animal intelligence than they would by the animal capacity for emotion.
It should be noted here that there is a much greater gap between the
general conception of poultry and that of fish than between poultry and
mammals, especially when it comes to cognition. While mammals may be the
factor that separates my non-vegetarian subjects from their vegetarian
counterparts, it is fish and not mammals that are designated as the marginalized
species.
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Vegetarian Responses (29 total)
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[r: reverted to non-vegetanan, I: inconsistent vegetanan]
rpltry & fish" signifies that these subjects were either willing to eat fish or both
poultry and fish]
Analysis of the vegetarian data is quite tricky, due largely to the fact that
there are nine "vegetarian" subjects who are now willing to eat any type of meat,
as well as a few "inconsistent" vegetarians who at one time ate no meat but now
may consume fish, or fish and poultry, These subjects do not fit neatly into either
the vegetarian or non-vegetarian category, and this fact must be taken into
consideration when interpreting the data above, I have marked the inconsistent
(i) and reverted (r) vegetarians in those categories where they are present as
extreme outliers, as well as noted that those vegetarians who deny the cognitive
capacities of fish and poultry are those who are willing to consume these
animals. There are a few strict vegetarians in these categories as well, however,
so the denial of cognition or emotion does not immediately imply that these
subjects consume the animals in question.
Generally speaking, we see the same hierarchy in the vegetarian sample
as in the non-vegetarian-pets

are considered the most emotionally and
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intellectually capable, while fish are the least. Fish are once again the
marginalized species in all three categories, but here the divide between this and
the other species is much greater than in the non-vegetarian data. Ninety percent
of the vegetarian sample acknowledges the emotional capacity of poultry, but
only sixty-two percent acknowledge the same of fish. (Among non-vegetarians,
this is a margin of only 8%.) This increased margin appears again in the category
of cognitive capability-but

we can see that, like the non-vegetarians, these

subjects are much less likely to acknowledge animal cognition than they are
emotion. For example, only 55% of vegetarians report that mammalian food
sources can learn specialized behaviors, as opposed to the 97% who
acknowledge emotion in the same animals.
The differences between the vegetarian and non-vegetarian perceptions
of these animal capacities are not as dramatic as I expected-nor
necessarily appear in the anticipated form-but

do they

they do exist. In the category of

emotional capacity, the vegetarians answered "yes" at a significantly greater
frequency than the non-vegetarian subjects-that

is, until fish are considered. A

surprising reversal occurs in the category of cognition; for all animal types except
pets, the vegetarians are proportionally less likely to acknowledge cognitive
capability than the non-vegetarian participants. This is most likely due to the
presence of so many reverted and inconsistent vegetarians, along with the
smaller size of the vegetarian sample, but this interpretation is obviously not
conclusive. It may be that vegetarians are simply even more prone to favor
emotion as a significant factor than the non-vegetarians. This would potentially
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-support the hypothesis that vegetarians are collectively more willing to make
dietary decisions due in part to feelings of empathy, as opposed to nonvegetarians who are prone to favor the hard facts of their own physical and
financial situations.
It is worth noting that in both the vegetarian and non-vegetarian samples,
there are three or more subjects who deny the capacity of fish to feel painamong the non-vegetarians,

there is one subject who denies this capacity to any

animals other than pets. If nothing else, this piece of data supports the idea that
there is a lack of education concerning the lives of animals-if

there are people

(especially college students) who do not recognize the physical pain of a cow or
chicken, they are most likely either misinformed or practicing some level of
denial.
gection 5 (questigns #33-35):
This section, unlike the last, does not deal with theoretical knowledge or
belief but with a potentially real and physical situation. I first asked the subjects if
they had ever witnessed the slaughter of an animal, and then asked if they would
be willing to do so in the future. I also asked them to explain their "yes" or "no"
answers. The research questions are as follows:
1. Is it more likely or unlikely that a given member of my population has
witnessed the slaughter of an animal?
2. What are the sentiments regarding the potential to witness such an
event? Is there a difference in the closed- and open-responses for each
sample?
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Question 1 allows for an exploration not only of the probability that a
member of this population has witnessed a slaughter, but of the correlation
between this and the decision to become vegetarian: Are those who have
witnessed such an event more or less likely to adopt a vegetarian diet? Or, is
there no connection between these circumstances? Question 2 explores the
differences between responses given by vegetarians and those given by the nonvegetarian subjects. I would like to explore how non-vegetarians

support their

inclination to witness or aversion to viewing the slaughter of an animal, as
opposed to the forms this reasoning takes among vegetarians.
Part of the data regarding question 1 appears as expected: Only 25-26%
of all subjects has witnessed the slaughter of an animal. What is slightly
surprising is that the numbers within each sample are proportionally nearly equal:
25% of non-vegetarians have witnessed a slaughter, while 26% of vegetarian
subjects have done the same. We must keep in mind that the majority of
vegetarians who have viewed this event are those who have either reverted to
eating all types of meat or fall into the "inconsistent" category. This suggests that
having watched an animal undergo slaughter has no positive correlation
whatsoever with the decision to become vegetarian. If anything, it is those who
have witnessed slaughter are more likely to be non-vegetarians,

if only because

they come from families who raise cows or chickens.
When it comes to the possibility of viewing a slaughter in the future, the
numbers for each sample are slightly more divergent. Twenty-two percent of nonvegetarians said that they would be willing to view such an event, while fourteen
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percent of vegetarians said the same. This fourteen percent, however, is
comprised of only four individuals, one of whom has reverted. While it is difficult
to make any conclusion based on this data, the open responses to question 35regarding why each subject would or would not be willing to witness this eventreveal valuable and more conclusive information.
Of the eleven non-vegetarians (22%) who reported that they would be
willing to view the slaughter of an animal, the majority indicated that they would
do so for educational purposes, or simply because they would find it interesting.
Subject B 1, a non-vegetarian

interview subject, noted that he would want to see

if it inspired a change in his diet. Another non-vegetarian indicated that viewing
this event would simply be a reflection on the cycle of life as "survival of the
fittest" (833), and therefore would have no effect on him/her whatsoever. Of
those non-vegetarians

who indicated that they would not take such an

opportunity, the majority cited feelings of disgust or discomfort. They used words
such as "gross," "sick," "disturbing," and even "cruel" (814), implying that the
witness of such an event is automatically acting as an accomplice. Seven nonvegetarian participants noted that they would most likely become vegetarian after
seeing an animal slaughtered, suggesting a conscious decision to maintain
ignorance in order to continue practicing their current diet. Another six of these
subjects cited an aversion to killing or death specifically, while four others
reported that they have issues with blood itself. The rest stated that they simply
do not care or have no reason/motive to view such an event.
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Only six vegetarian subjects (21 %) stated that they would witness a
slaughter if the opportunity arose-of

these, four cited educational purposes,

offering statements such as, "It's important to know where your food comes from
(A22)." Two vegetarian participants said that they would find the process
"interesting," and one of these has reverted to eating all types of meat. Those
vegetarians who said they are unwilling to witness a slaughter reported many of
the same reasons as the non-vegetarian subjects: disgust, aversion to death ,
aversion to blood, and a desire to maintain ignorance. Some of those who cited
disgust also referenced animal rights, or used words-such
"sad"-not

as "scary" and

found among the non-vegetarian surveys. One subject stated that

after witnessing the reality of slaughter in this country, he/she would feel
compelled to move abroad for "moral" reasons.
While 38% of non-vegetarians said that they would view the slaughter

of

an animal, this number drops to 21% among the vegetarian subjects. In addition
to this numerical margin, there is a qualitative difference in the forms of these

responses;
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words like, "Gross," or,

,statements such as, "I WOUldn't be able to stomach

w"u1d {-est v.ery upset watching

it

them go through pain they didn't

deserve and weren't prevlousfyaware of (A3)." The weighty quality of these
answers once again suggests a higher level of empathy among vegetarian
subjects than among the non-vegetarians.
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While much of the data in these surveys could potentially stand on its own,
some information revealed by the questions is contradictory to my expectations
and/or requires further investigation. I will now turn to the interview portion of this
study in order to further explore some of the most complex issues regarding the
ways in which we conceive of our food sources.
Interviews:
The anecdotal and personal information given by my interviewees will act
as an answer to some of the most pertinent questions raised by the survey
responses. Most interviewee categories (non-vegetarian, average vegetarian,
etc.) will be represented by only one subject, but data from all interviews will be
kept in mind as I analyze and draw conclusions.
Of all the questions that arise from the survey responses, the most
essential are these:
1. What role does knowledge (of industry practices) play in the decision to
become vegetarian? What role does familiarity/personal

interaction with

animals play?
2. How do knowledgeable

non-vegetarians (or vegetarians who consume

some types of meat) maintain their diets?
3. What role does empathy play in the decision to consume or not
consume meat products?
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Question 1
As demonstrated in the survey results, knowledge of industry practices,
including production and slaughter techniques, has no significant association with
the decision to become vegetarian. Those who are ignorant of such information
are just as likely or unlikely to become vegetarian as those who maintain a high
level of awareness of these issues. However, several vegetarian interview
subjects responded that they adopted this diet after having seen videos
regarding brutal production and slaughter techniques. Subject A 1, an average
vegetarian with animal rights concerns, mentioned PETA videos of animals that
are "packed together and fed until they can't walk anymore"-her

perception of

such practices as "brutal" and ultimately "heartbreaking" was what inspired her to
adopt the vegetarian diet (1). It may be pointed out, however, that it is her
internalization and perception of this information, not the information itself, that
lead to this subject's decision to abstain from meat.
This hypothesis is supported by the fact that subject B1, a non-vegetarian,
openly recognizes the ethical incorrectness of modern production strategies in
his survey and interview, yet does not feel compelled to halt his consumption:

"I

know they keep [the livestock] in a pen, and they don't move, and [they are fed]
all sorts of things they're not supposed to eat. That's pretty messed up, but-for
whatever reason it's one of those things that I can just accept" (10). There is
clearly a drastic difference between the ways in which these two subjects
process information regarding the animal welfare violations perpetrated by the
meat industry. Considering that the responses of both subjects are largely logical
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and unsentimental, there must be some other factor or set of factors that has
resulted in such disparate conclusions.
I further tested the relationship between knowledge and dietary decisions
by asking subjects what types of personal interaction they have had with
animals-the

expectation was that those who have spent significant time in close

proximity to animals (including pets, mammalian food sources, poultry, etc.)
would be less likely to consume meat. This expectation was not fulfilled in the
interview results: All but one of my interviewees grew up in semi-constant contact
with animals such as dogs, cats, and hamsters, and all but two readily identified
themselves as "animal people". None of these subjects has had consistent
contact with farm animals such as cows, pigs, or chickens. While it is interesting
to note that the two subjects who did not identify as "animal people" were the
non-vegetarians,

there is no significant correlation among the interviewees

between personal familiarity with or affection for animals and the decision to
abstain from meat.
Even subject 82, a "waffler" who has practiced vegetarianism in the past
and had somewhat more contact with farm animals than my other subjects, is
capable of eating meat without experiencing any noteworthy guilt or discomfort:
"I'm trying to make myself grasp that this was a living animal at one point, but. ..
it's so easy to [eat meat]. It's easy to look at a hamburger and never think of a
cow ... I'm not going to lie, right now I don't [feel any guilt)" (5). This apparent
contradiction

can most likely be attributed to the fact that most animals

referenced by the interview subjects (both vegetarian and non-vegetarian) are
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conceptualized as pets, not meat sources. As demonstrated in Section 4 of the
interview portion of this study, pets are located at the top of the species hierarchy
and thus endowed with qualities that automatically exempt them from
consumption. The meat referenced by subject B2 (hamburger) falls easily into
the meat source category and does not carry such heavy associations with
affection and the personal relationships that form between individuals and their
pets.
It is worth mentioning here that one of my "waffler" subjects, who
"absolutely" considers herself an animal person and admits that she is disgusted
by the thought of eating something that was once living, maintains a nonvegetarian lifestyle due to health reasons. This is the case for many vegetarians
and non-vegetarians-dietary

decisions are often made on the edge of a knife:

Someone may refuse to eat meat and sacrifice his/her health, or he/she may
consume meat and a live normal, healthy life. In this subject's case, the decision
to become vegetarian would be unwise and ultimately masochistic. A vegetarian
with health concerns must balance his/her ethical concern for animals with the
desire to maintain a physical equilibrium.
Question 2
The idea of "deliberate ignorance" is one that interests me greatly. I have
developed this term to refer to the act of avoiding or devaluing information that
may inspire a change in diet. While this phenomenon is by no means limited to
non-vegetarians, it is most evident in the responses of the non-vegetarian

subject

B1. This interviewee is a socially-aware individual who possesses a minimal
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knowledge of production strategies-enough,
subjects to make a dietary alteration-yet

perhaps, to have inspired other

he continues to eat meat without

experiencing any impulses to the contrary. This deliberate ignorance is the
cornerstone of this subject's ability to maintain a lifestyle in apparent
contradiction to knowledge and beliefs regarding animal cognition and the ethics
of meat consumption.
Subject 81 maintains ideas regarding the species hierarchy that are
qualitatively divergent from those of the majority of this population, including the
vegetarian sample. He openly admits that there is no essential difference
between farm animals and pet animals (14), yet responds that while he eats
meats such as hamburger and chicken, he is unwilling to consume the flesh of
animals like dogs or cats. This obvious contradiction is the result of a few factors:
analysis and valorization of evidence concerning the extent of animal cognition,
avoidance of detailed information regarding meat industry practices, and
ultimately, a baffling ability to simply let such information "go".
While subject 81 answered "yes" to every question concerning the abilities
of various animals to feel emotion, learn specialized behaviors, and feel physical
pain, his interview responses display an unwillingness to recognize the inner life
of any type of animal, as wei! as a valorization of animal emotion that appears as
a direct opposite to Bekoff's species-relative schemata. 81 makes a clear
distinction between the type of emotions felt by humans and that felt by other
species:
I don't doubt that on the same kind of level, if [animals] see food or
something that they want and they get it, if they feel better and feel good, I can
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see how that could be like a type of joy. But when we get to the thinking about,
well do they feel like complex emotions, like abstract joy, or something ... It just
doesn't seem very likely... I guess it's the whole-like, lower-level intelligence
thing. It doesn't seem as morally wrong to consume that. (1)
For this subject, a division exists between "abstract" emotions felt by humans and
the simple impulses experienced by animals. This analysis of animal emotion is
linked to that of intellectual capacity-non-human

species do not possess the

high level of intelligence displayed by human beings, and therefore cannot
experience the same complex emotions. While some vegetarian interview
subjects may agree with these interpretations, they arrive at a drastically different
conclusion. This is because B1's valorization of the information at his disposal is
tied to the direct comparison between animal and human life. Because humans
are complex and animals simplistic, it is not morally wrong to eat meat. The
emotional and intellectual margin between "us" and "them" deletes the ethical
considerations of meat consumption.
This subject's perception of data regarding animal cognition is coupled
with a somewhat passive avoidance of information regarding meat-industry
practices. As a non-vegetarian, his concerns with meat-processing

and personal

health take priority over animal rights considerations. It is exactly this information,
however, that he chooses to avoid. When asked why he wrote, "Ignorance

is

bliss," next to the survey question regarding the choice between naturallyproduced bacon and the cheaper mass-produced option, he had this to say:
I was referring to knowing that the naturally-produced [meat], if they're
telling the truth, is probably handled in a more cleanly fashion. Where obviously
with the mass-produced, it goes through machines and you don't know what's
been there or what kind of cross-contaminants are going on. And like I said, I
know the meat packing industry is a lot better than it used to be, but it's probably
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-pretty problematic stili ... I'm perfectly happy not knowing and just assuming that
everything is alright. (11)
Not only is this subject clearly practicing the very definition of "deliberate
ignorance", but he openly acknowledges that he does so.
This leads me to B 1's ability to internalize certain information without
letting this affect his lifestyle. While vegetarian and waffler subjects draw the
same conclusions regarding animal emotion and cognition, their processing of
this information is somehow different from this subject's approach. He is simply
able to let this data go:
The idea that it's morally wrong to kill and eat another sentient creature-I
don't know why that doesn't really bother me very much. Maybe just because I
don't think about it a lot. It's out of my mind almost always. But even as I'm
thinking about it right now, I'm not seriously considering being a vegetarian. (11)
This subject and I spoke for quite some time about this contradiction, but we
were ultimately unable to arrive at a solution. I can only suppose at this point
that, as is evidenced in the survey responses, it is the non-vegetarian tendency
to display a lower level of empathy than vegetarian subjects that allows subject
B1 to shrug off the ethical considerations of meat consumption.
Question 3
While the approach of non-vegetarians is largely lacking in a willingness to
place themselves in the "shoes" of the various animals they eat, vegetarians
display obvious empathy for non-human species. We have already seen that
average vegetarians such as A 1 "feel the pain" of animals living under modern
production conditions-the

strict vegetarians display this same empathic

tendency. Both strict vegetarian interviewees (A2, A3) additionally report that
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they maintain their diets due to not only potential animal rights violations but to
the belief that life itself takes priority over the difference between humans and
other animals. It is most likely the very practice of empathy, as well as this
species-relative analysis of cognition/emotion (one that ignores the differences
between complex human and simplistic animal life), that leads vegetarians to
abstain from meat.
Subject A2 displays the greatest amount of empathy for non-human
animals, citing her affection for these creatures as the primary reason for her
refusal to consume any type of meat.
[It's unethical for me because] I like animals and I don't like the idea of
killing anything, so I'm very consistent in that. I love animals and wouldn't want to
kill something I like. (1)
For this subject, the decision not to eat meat is clearly ethical and empathybased-she

experiences the same feelings toward animals as she would for

humans, so if she is unwilling to eat one type of meat she must be unwilling to
eat any. this explanation reveals that A2's vegetarian lifestyle is the result no only
of emotional attachment but of deep-seated beliefs. This is more than an
emotional response to the deaths of furry creatures-it

is a moral consideration

that essentially negates the value margin between humans and other species.
This species-relative approach is echoed in subject A3's interview and
survey responses. His thought-process, however, is based more on a spiritual
belief in the sacredness of all life-again,

regardless of species-than

strong

feelings of empathy for non-human animals: "I feel like it's wrong to take a life to
feed yourself. [Vegetarianism] just seems like a more peaceful and cruelty free
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way to live." (1) This belief, coupled with acknowledgement of the ethical issues
involved in modern meat production, has led him to abstain from all types of
meat:
[Modern production] is kind've disturbing to me, the way the food market
has been globalized. It takes away the autonomy animals could have. That is
kind've a big reason for me to stay veg now that I know the factory farming is
such a bad deal. There's ethical principles to that too, like what right does an
animal have?(4)
Not only does this subject recognize and internalize data regarding animal rights
violations in such a way that he is compelled to choose vegetarianism, he also
addresses the subject entirely without reference to any difference between
animals and humans. This is essentially divergent from the way in which other
subjects, including some vegetarians, valorize animal life. When the theoretical
differences between animals and humans are erased, the logical conclusion-for
this subject, at least-is
schemata-he

vegetarianism. Subject B1 utilizes this same value

does not make much differentiation between types of animals, or

between animals and humans-yet

he does not feel compelled to abstain from

meat. What is the difference between subjects A3 and B 1? I can only theorize
that, based on B 1's own response that such dietary concerns are "out of [his]
mind almost always" (11), he, as well as other non-vegetarians, simply do not
register diet itself as an ethical consideration. The marginalization of this topic as
an ethical issue precedes the factors I have discussed thus far in this papermuch of the non-vegetarian

sample is simply disinclined to conceptualize the

relationship between diet and its ethical infrastructure.
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Conclusions:
Keeping this analysis in mind, let's return to the question that started this
entire project: What makes a vegetarian? Based on my interpretations

of survey

and interview data, it is first and foremost the willingness to recognize diet's
ethical implications. It appears that, while many of the non-vegetarian

responses

demonstrate a thoughtful consideration of the topic, these subjects do not view
diet as a reflection of their moral code. For the majority of modern consumers,
the ethical implications of meat itself are entirely irrelevant.
So, why do we eat meat, and what does this decision tell us about our
modern way of life? My answer, of course, is not a definite conclusion and cannot
apply to every non-vegetarian individual-but

it appears that we eat meat simply

because diet has next to nothing to do with ethics. The majority of us eat what we
eat because we don't think about it. As far as what this says about our current
way of life, my interpretation is not so specific. The tendency against daily ethical
reflection is not confined to the modern space. It may be said, however, that
modern individuals have much more material to problematize-diet

is only one

consideration among millions.
In addition to identifying diet's general marginalization as an ethical issue,
I have also come to recognize that, as a species, human beings are simply prone
to paradoxical behavior. My analysis of "deliberate ignorance" reveals that,
baffling as it is, knowledge regarding the mistreatment of our meat-sources

does

not necessarily result in a behavioral alteration. There is a gap between
knowledge and action that can only be breached by individual choice--the
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vegetarian lifestyle is not a "given" based on the reception and internalization of
information, but a decision based on personal sympathies and established
habits. Data alone is not enough to provoke a change in the lifestyles of most
modern consumers-those

who wish to inspire an alteration in behavior should

look elsewhere for the answer.
While I began this project with a desire to convince others to adopt
vegetarianism,

that is no longer my goal. This project has become more about

exploring the ways in which we think-through

the lens of vegetarianism-than

a

plan to persuade others to abstain from meat. If, however, others would like to
take up the task of using the information I have uncovered, I suggest they begin
with this question: How do we inspire a higher consciousness of diet's
relationship to ethics?
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